PROGRAM UPDATE — October through December 2018

These quarterly reports provide information on the TexNet seismic monitoring program. The information is intended to be a high-level summary of this complex project and is written for a broad audience with an interest in seismicity monitoring and research in Texas.

Network Installation and Operations

- In response to the M4.4 earthquake event in Panhandle Texas on October 20th, TexNet deployed four stations in the epicentral area in order to monitor the seismic activity and provide more accurate locations. One of the stations is deployed outside the Northeastern corner of the PANTEX facility so to be able to collect ground motion data that are valuable to the nuclear facility. Two new portable stations are deployed in Midland Basin (collaboration with UH), two in Delaware Basin and one in Eagle Ford Play. Also, one station is relocated in Snyder. In collaboration with UTIG we deployed twenty-one new temporary stations in the Eagle Ford play to be able to provide constrained locations and hypo central depths as well as better active fault mapping. Finally, we have demobilized FW08 from Johnson County.
- The Bureau is tracking the number of unique users that visit the TexNet Earthquake Catalog. The number of visits per month for October, November, and December was 1,284, 1,019, and 1,166, respectively.

Synopsis of October-December 2018 Seismicity in Texas

- TexNet provided locations for 720 earthquakes, 80% of which occurred in the Delaware Basin region. The remainder occurred west of Midland, north of Snyder, in the DFW area, north of Amarillo, in Timpson, and southeast of San Antonio. Of these 720 events, 695 earthquakes are finalized and 25, all <M1.5, are provisionally located. Thirty-eight of the events were ≥M2.5 and therefore in the realm of potentially being felt.
- In the Fort Worth Basin, the SMU North Texas earthquake catalog reported a total of 49 events from October-December 2018. Most events located along the Venus, northeast Johnson County, source zone. The 47 earthquakes had magnitudes ranging from M-0.6 to M1.2. One earthquake in the Irving area (M1.6 on 23 November) and one event in the Arlington area (M1.2 on 16 October) occurred. Rates across the basin continue to decrease through late 2018.

Publication, Presentations, Partnership, and Outreach

- The 4Q2018 Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) meeting occurred December 4, 2018. Minutes can be download here: [http://www.beg.utexas.edu/files/cisr/docs/TAC_Minutes_12_04_%202018.pdf](http://www.beg.utexas.edu/files/cisr/docs/TAC_Minutes_12_04_%202018.pdf)
- The following scientific journal and conference papers were published by TexNet researchers:
Yust, M. B., Cox, B. R., Cheng, T., 2018, Epistemic Uncertainty in Vs Profiles and Vs30 Values Derived from Joint Consideration of Surface Wave and H/V Data at the FW07 TexNet Station, Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering and Soil Dynamics V.


TexNet Earthquake Catalog for October-December, 2018 containing 505 M≥1.5 events.